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As India celebrates 75 years of its independence, I recollect and share my
relationship  with  “India”  -  an  important  symbol  of  life  for  me  since  my
childhood. Its presence is uninterrupted and pivotal.  I  met "India" at the
crossroads  of  two  paths  of  knowledge,  which  largely  correspond  to  two
distinct yet interrelated states of consciousness: an anthropological artistic
state of mind and a philosophical/spiritual state of being.  

The history of my “India” is long and rich in experience and is still  very
much alive. It was the then Ambassador of India to Greece H.E. Aftab Seth
who sent me to visit his country in the context of an interstate/intercultural
exchange program in 1996.  As an invited Greek scholar,  I  spent time in
Northern  India  (New  Delhi,  Agra,  Vrindavan  and  Baroda  University  in
Gujarat where I gave a lecture on Greek extempore dialogical poetry and
music). Then I travelled to Kerala in Southern India. There I was introduced
by a local expert to the famous Teyyam culture and the ceremonial festivities
of the Mother Goddess cult and the worship of the cobra snake (Naya). That
was a great anthropological experience. 

Many years later, from 3-10 February 2018, I revisited India as an invited
speaker at the International Conference “Demetrios Galanos and His Legacy:
Indo-Greek scholarship 1790-2018” organized by the Indira Gandhi National
Centre for the Arts. As the Greek Sanskrit scholar Galanos had lived and
worked,  died and buried in India (1760-1833),  the conference took place
both in New Delhi and in Varanasi. In the Conference, I presented, for the
first time in my scholarly career, a paper titled “Yoga philosophy in Greece”.
Alongside with the academic presentations in the Conference there was a
systematic exposition and live performances of Greek traditional music by
Greek musicians. The Conference overall was a great success mainly as it
demonstrated clearly and in a very agreeable manner the merits for both
sides of any dialogical exchange between India and Greece.

During  the  Conference,  a  MoU  between  the  National  and  Kapodistrian
University  of  Athens  (NKUA -  my  university)  and  the  prestigious  Indira
Gandhi National Centre for the Arts was also signed in New Delhi in 2018.
Cooperation between these institutes aims at exchanging people and ideas,
knowledge  and  expertise  among  Greek  and  Indian  experts  as  well  as
students  in  the  fields  of  art,  philosophy  and  education.  In  this  special
academic/artistic agreement between India and Greece I was appointed by
the Rector of NKUA as the official representative of the Greek side of the
collaboration. 

There are two more projects about India that have taken place in Greece
under my academic guidance. First, the project titled “Video life stories of
migrants /Indians in Athens and the Attica region”, which was part of a



broader project bearing the same title that took place in 2011-12 and was
funded by the European Integration Fund and the Hellenic Ministry of the
Interior.  The  project  is  about  the  daily  life  of  Indian  migrants  in  their
interaction with Greek nationals and consists of four short videos (6 to 7
minutes-long each) covering four salient aspects or sectors of migrants’ daily
life in Greece: Family, Work, Art/Religion, and the conceptual complex of
the two countries involved through migration, called Here and There. The
four videos bear the following titles:  Family is my life,  The story of the ant,
Living through kirtan  and  For a better life. The videos were screened with
great success in India during the Galanos International Conference.

The second project  is  the doctoral  thesis  titled  Music  and minorities:  An
ethnomusicological  approach  to  the  Indian  community  in  Greece  that  was
conducted by Dr. Elli Kosteletou, a Greek female student of mine, under my
academic supervision, which was successfully completed and registered in
the  Department  of  Music  Studies  at  the  National  and  Kapodistrian
University of Athens.

Apart  from the  anthropological/artistic  aspect  of  my personal  experience
with India, however, what I consider to be the most intimate and, eventually,
deepest relationship with India is the feeling that “India” has been a true
guru  of  self-awareness  for  me.  In  my  life,  “India”  is  synonymous  with
spirituality.  By  "spirituality"  I  mean  that  state  of  consciousness  which
appears when deliberate and effortless transcendence of self-consciousness
is  established.  The state  in which the  mind has stopped  obscuring  true
perception of the world through its movement and given its place to the light
of consciousness (buddhi). This is my “India” – a kind of personal yoga or, in
the words of the Indian sage Patanjali “yoga citta vrtti nirodhah”. “India”
represents – I would say is - the path of self-realization and self-realization
itself. 

To conclude: I firmly believe that India and Greece have a lot to exchange at
the level of culture. By “culture” I mean the historically developed subliminal
understanding of the priorities of life and thus the living heritage that can
lead  humanity  to  liberation  (moksha)  from  the  obstacles  of  habitual
consciousness. The spiritual congruence between India and Greece ensures
cultural creativity at all levels.  

I extend my best wishes as INDIA –the ‘Vishwa Guru’ (the teacher of the
world), and a life symbol for me, celebrates 75 years of its independence.  

* * * * *


